We have searched for pair produced scalar leptoquarks each decaying to a quark and a charged lepton in a sample of I 16 000 hadronic Z ° events produced at LEP. No candidate was detected and cross section and branching ratio limits are set for the above process at 95% CL. Mass limits are found to be about 42 GeV/c 2 depending only slightly on the models used and a coupling times branching ratio exclusion line is drawn for a scalar leptoquark with a free coupling. We have also probed the mass region above 45 GeV/c 2 for a singly produced scalar leptoquark and set limits on the cross section and the coupling 22/4n up to 60 GeV.
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We have searched for pair produced scalar leptoquarks each decaying to a quark and a charged lepton in a sample of I 16 000 hadronic Z ° events produced at LEP. No candidate was detected and cross section and branching ratio limits are set for the above process at 95% CL. Mass limits are found to be about 42 GeV/c 2 depending only slightly on the models used and a coupling times branching ratio exclusion line is drawn for a scalar leptoquark with a free coupling. We have also probed the mass region above 45 GeV/c 2 for a singly produced scalar leptoquark and set limits on the cross section and the coupling 22/4n up to 60 GeV.
Introduction
Scalar coloured leptoquarks appear naturally as a common feature of various theories extending the standard model. Besides being present in the strong coupling version of the standard model, they also emerge in grand unifying models, in composite models, in technicolor or horizontal symmetry schemes and more recently, in E 6 superstring inspired models [ 1, 2 ] .
Since the leptoquark couples to a quark and a lepton, leptoquark pair production at Z ° could provide a characteristic signal with an unlike-sign lepton pair which is accompanied by distant jet activity from the hadronization of the two quarks and could involve no missing energy.
As a guide in this search, E6 compactification [2 ] results are used to consider mass degenerate scalar elementary leptoquarks Do D8 in the first two families. Each one is assumed to be a weak-isospin singlet, color triplet, of charge --~ and + -~ respectively, with a branching ratio 2 to the up quark and the charged lepton of its family. The other decay mode would be to the down quark and neutrino of the family with branching ratio I. Do, D8 and Dw2 constitute the new supersymmetric multiplet predicted by E6. Do and D~ are the two supersymmetric partners of the corresponding fermion field D~/2 in the same way as the left-and right-handed selectrons correspond to the electron field.
At the Z ° peak, the pair production cross section [3] is almost independent of the unknown Yukawa coupling ). of the leptoquark to the lepton and the quark, depending mostly on the Z°D013o gauge coupling c, i.e. is fixed by gauge symmetry for the leptoquark of charge Q and weak isospin lg. The above expressions are valid for the leptoquarks of most other models. Phenomenologically, the leptoquark coupling g2 = c 2 to the neutral current and the branching ratio into quarks and charged leptons could be considered as free parameters.
In the following, besides searching for pairs of scalar leptoquarks, one also looked for the process e+e---+D0t~+( 1 orl3o~-q, (+Do*-+D~), ~l~-q ~{~+CI where only one of the leptoquarks Do, 13o, (DS, 13~ ), is produced on-shell and thus probe [4] part of the mass region ½mzo < mD < rnzo. The cross section for this process depends on the Do~q Yukawa coupling 2 and is proportional to o&=£a/47r, assumed equal to oe (fine structure constant) [3, 4] . The width of the scalar leptoquark is of the order c~arn which corresponds to a life-time of ~ 10 -23 S for a mass of 40 GeV/c 2.
Various experimental constraints have been im-posed on scalar composite leptoquarks with Q= 2. The JADE Collaboration [ 5 ] has excluded masses in the range 5-20.8 GeV/c 2 for a leptoquark decaying into second family fermions. The UA 1 Collaboration [6] has also placed a limit of m> 33 GeV/c 2 for second family composite leptoquarks with Q= ] and BR(g+quark)/>0.1. KEK experiments from the AMY and VENUS Collaborations [7] searching for similar Q= -~ composite leptoquarks and considering only the y propagator, imply a limit m > 21 GeV/c 2 for Q= -~ and BR = -~ in the second family at KEK energies.
The detector
The DELPHI detector is described in detail elsewhere [ 8 ] ; here we just give a brief summary of the tracking detectors and calorimeters used in this analysis. Charged particle tracks are measured in the 1.2 T magnetic field with three cylindrical detectors: the Inner Detector (ID) covering polar angles between 29 ° and 151 °, the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) covering angles between 21 ° and 159 ° and the Outer Detector (OD) covering angles between 42 ° and 138 ° .
The calorimeters are the High Density Projection Chamber (HPC), which measures the electromagnetic energy with high granularity covering angles between 40 ° and 140 °, the Electromagnetic Calorimeter in the endcaps (EMF), consisting of 2 × 4500 lead glass blocks and covering angles between 10 ° and 35.5 ° and between 144.5 ° and 170 °, and the H adron Calorimeter (HCAL), measuring the hadronic energy and covering all angles between 10 ° and 170 °.
Data sample
The exotic events were sought in a hadronic sample that initially was selected from the 1990 data so that (i) the number of charged particle tracks was at least five, and
(ii) all the particles, charged and neutral, had to form at least two clusters as defined by the LUND cluster algorithm LUCLUS [ 9 ] used with default parameters (djoir, = 2.5 GeV). This condition is very efficient in eliminating beam-gas events.
Charged particles were considered if they had momentum exceeding 100 MeV/c and if their extrapolated distance to the vertex in the transverse plane and along the beam axis was less than 10 cm each.
To estimate the number of produced Z ° hadronic events to which the above selected sample corresponds, the preceding cuts as well as a [cos O~hrus~l <0.8 cut were applied to the 1990 data sample taken on and around the Z ° mass peak. This left a sample of 88 195 hadronic decays of Z °. In a simulated sample of 40K hadronic reconstructed events the above thrust cut led to a 22.9% loss. This taken together with a 1.54% loss due to (i) + (ii) and with a hadronic trigger efficiency of 99.5%, led to a total number of 116 175_+445 Z ° hadronic events produced.
Search for leptoquark pairs
The topology that was looked for was that of two jets and two isolated particles. Such events were sought within four jets reconstructed from charged and neutral particles using the LUCLUS algorithm with default parameters. The event charged particle multiplicity was required to be at least six and the charged multiplicity of each jet at least one. In addition:
(i) Two of the reconstructed jets should be single charged particles of opposite sign. These two particles were then considered as isolated if they satisfied (iii), as well.
(ii) In the samples of Monte Carlo simulated DoI)o pairs it was found that one (case iia) or both leptons (case lib) from the Dol)o decays were often interpreted as one or two jets, respectively. The clustering algorithm assigned to them several very low energy fragments produced at wide angles from the fragmentation of the quarks. Therefore if condition (i) was not satisfied, the jets were further examined: if a jet had at most total multiplicity 3 and the charged leader in the jet carried at least 90% of the jet energy and satisfied the kinematic conditions of (iii), then this "jet" was considered as an isolated particle (case iia). If two such isolated particles could be recovered, the event would be classified in case lib. Fig. 1 distribution for the total multiplicity for the hadronic jets or isolated particles defined as above in the 180 selected MC events out of a sample of 428 for m=42 GeV/c 2. The two peaks seen are due to the two isolated particles and the two jets.
(iii) Both isolated particles from case (i) or (ii) were required to satisfy the angular condition with respect to the beams Icos0i[ <0.85 and have momentum larger than 3 GeV/c. The hadronicjets were also required to have energy larger than 3 GeV.
The efficiencies with these selection criteria were studied using samples of events at various masses m generated with a Monte Carlo program using a DoI)0-,cla-e~a + generator which was based on LUND program [9] Jetset 6.3 for hadronization. Subsequently, the detailed detector simulation was used and the events were processed through the same processing chain as the real data. It was found that the events with two isolated particles of class i satisfying the above selection criteria, also had both particles satisfying the condition p> 1.8 GeV 1/2 on the isolation parameter p=~2E~iso~( l --cos 0iso~,je, ) , where 0~o~.je, is the minimum angle between an isolated particle and the hadronic jets and Eiso~ is the energy of the isolated particle in GeV. This condition p> 1.8 GeV 1/2 was then applied on the events in the Monte Carlo samples (iia) and (iib). The same selection procedure was applied on the hadronic data sample and on a Monte Carlo sample of 97 000 hadronic Z ° events. Compatible numbers of candidates were obtained from the two samples, when the selection conditions were relaxed from the ones mentioned above. For example, when the leader in the candidate for isolated particle had energy greater than 50% of the jet energy and this jet had multiplicity up to five, then the number obtained from the two samples were 185_+ 14 and 165_+ 13 (normalized), respectively.
The main background for this signal comes from the semileptonic decays of the b13 and ce events giving topologies of two jets + two charged leptons. Using a sample of a mixture of 2000 such Monte Carlo events where both heavy quarks decay semileptonically, a simulation program allowed to estimate that, in this hadronic sample, approximately two heavy flavour events having two jets and two isolated leptons with isolation parameter p > 1.8 GeV ~/2 were expected. Concerning the four-fermion background, e+e -,q~l~+~ -, it is expected [ 10] to contribute at most 0.3 events, for ~ = g,for e and under similar cuts.
With the conditions (i)-(iii) and p> 1.8 GeV ~/2 applied, no candidate remained from the data sample, whereas one event in class (iia) survived from the Monte Carlo hadronic Z ° sample. This Monte Carlo event was found to be of the type Z°-,bl~.
The detection efficiencies found for second family leptoquarks with masses up to 42 GeV/c 2, using conditions (i)-(iii), p> 1.8 GeV 1/2 and without asking for lepton identification are given in table 1. The error quoted is statistical only. Fig. 2 gives the distribution of the p values of the isolated particles of the finally selected DoIT)o events in the Monte Carlo sample with leptoquark mass m=42 GeV/c 2.
The detection efficiencies of table 1 include a reduction by 10% to conservatively account for systematic uncertainties in the Monte Carlo hadronization [ 11 ] ~1 coming from string fragmentation or independent fragmentation. For the first family, Dol)o-, For footnote see next page. ue-Oe +, a conservative estimate was made for the detection efficiencies by reducing further those of the second family by 15%, to account for the lower reconstruction efficiencies for two electrons relatively to two muons, as measured in Z°-,e+e -and Z°--,g+p -decays, respectively. The number of DoOo events expected to be seen from the second family alone [ 12] , as well as from the second and first combined (neglecting the mixing between mass-degenerate first and second family D's) are plotted in fig. 3 for the I~ 6 inspired model of elementary leptoquarks [ 3 ] . The same number of events would generally be expected for any leptoquark with charge Q= -~ and coupling c fixed by gauge symmetry (section 1 ). In the same plot are given the expectations for a composite leptoquark with Q = -] (just a factor of 4 larger). In finding the expected numbers of events and all the limits mentioned in the paper, we have scaled the expected leptoquark cross sections by a factor 0.74 to account for initial state radiation effects [ 12 ] . From these plots one finds the mass limits 42.1, 43.0, 43.4 GeV/c 2 for the three cases, respectively, at 95% confidence level.
In fig. 4 , the model independent cross section limits are given for any pair-produced spin-0 object of mass m decaying to a quark and a charged lepton in the mass interval 20-43 GeV/c 2, assuming the branching ratio to be BR= 1 (second family ~2). In the same figure, we also give the limit for the branching ratio into a quark and a charged lepton, at 95% confidence level (second family'2), assuming the cross section and standard gauge coupling given in section 1. Using these values, limits can be placed on ~ The leptoquark events were generated with independent fragmentation. We have used string fragmentation in comparable samples of events with m=25, 35 and 42 GeV/c 2 and a fast detector simulation, and observed a relative decrease in the detection efficiency of at most 10%.
.c_ Fig. 4 . Limits at 95% CL: (a) Model independent cross section limits for a pair produced scalar object decaying to a quark and a charged isolated particle (second family [ l 2 ] ). Arrows show excluded area in 20-45 GeV/c 2 (left scale). (b) Cross section limits in the 45-60 GeV/c 2 interval for a singly produced scalar leptoquark decaying to a quark and a charged isolated particle ( second family (see also footnote 2 ) ) using efficiencies based on the kinematics of E6 inspired class of models [4] (left scale). (c) Model independent branching ratio limit for a scalar leptoquark to decay to a quark and a charged isolated particle (second family, right scale) (see also footnote 2). (d) Igl .BR limit fora scalar leptoquark with free coupling g decaying to a quark and a charged isolated particle (second family, right scale) (see also footnote 2 ). the coupling times branching ratio Igl .BR(Do-~q£) for a leptoquark, where g and BR are treated as free parameters (second family ~2). These are plotted in the same figure using the scale on the right side.
Search for a singly produced leptoquark
This search has been extended to leptoquark masses higher than ½mzo, by applying the same selection procedure as for Do 130 above, to Monte Carlo samples of events with one real leptoquark with m = 50 and 60 GeV/c 2. These were generated according to the matrix element of ref. [4] inspired by E6 superstrings and then processed as the real data, after a detailed simulation of the detector. The detection efficiencies, reduced by 10% to account for systematic uncertainties as for the pair production case, are given in table 1.
In fig. 3 , the expected number of events is given (see also footnote 2), neglecting the mixing between leptoquarks of the first and second family, assuming that they are mass degenerate and taking a Yukawa coupling 2 of the leptoquark to the lepton and the quark such that e¢;. =2~-/4:r= o~.
In fig. 4 , the cross section limits for the second family have been included (see also footnote 2 ) which are found for the single Do process based on the detection efficiencies of table 1. The expected total cross section values [ 4 ] at 50 and 60 GeV/c 2 for each family (including Do, 13o, D~ and 13S), corrected by Monte Carlo for the cuts applied in ref. [4] and for initial state radiation effects are 1.6 and 0.8 pb, respectively, for ecx= e¢. The upper limits found on the Yukawa coupling 2 of the leptoquark to the lepton and the quark, are c~x< 0.8c~ for m=50 GeV/c 2 and c~. < 2.2c~ for m= 60 GeV/c ~ at 95% confidence level, if the leptoquarks of the first and second family have the same mass and we neglect mixing.
Conclusions
We have searched for pair produced scalar leptaquarks in event topologies with two jets and two isolated charged particles. No candidate was found for the first or second family. Model independent cross section limits at 95% confidence level are given ( fig. 4 ) of the order of 2 pb in the leptoquark mass interval 20-45 GeV/c 2. Also, branching ratio limits, as well as [g] .BR have been deduced, when the coupling [g] and BR are free parameters in the latter case.
Mass limits have been set at about 42-43 GeV/c 2 for E 6 superstring inspired or composite models ( fig.  3 ) for a branching ratio of ~ for decay into a quark and a charged lepton. Due to the steep fall-off of the cross section near ½ mzo because of the f13 factor, our bound depends only slightly on the particular model considered. Similar results have been obtained by other LEP experiments [ 13 ] .
We have also searched for one on-mass-shell E6-superstring inspired leptoquark, in a mass region above ½ mzo where cross section limits are found and upper limits are set on the coupling 22/47r at 50 and 60 GeV/ c 2 of 0.8c~ and 2.2c~, respectively, at 95% confidence level, if mass degeneracy is assumed for the leptoquarks of the first and second family.
